BOURDEAU
FLAKES
THE HIGHEST GRADE CEREAL
FOOD ON THE MARKET.
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without a rival. Try it and
Scientifically
it.;
always buy Large package for 15 cents.
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ASK YOUR GROCER.

BOURDEAU FOOD CO., Ltd.

BATTLE CREEK ICH.

-

CHICAGO, ILL

-
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GOod!

Good to the stomach and good to the taste

Croft's

Cocoa
Pennsyl-

Swiss

So good that the people of
vania alone drink 630,000 cups a week.

Packed in

glass-clean and air-tight.

ClOFT & ALLEN COMPANY, Makers. Philadelphia.

Culm

n3O 1-lb. loaves to the barrel.

The Home

Beverage.

bai-i30 1-b'laest the stre-.

BEAR this In mind: In having
Culmbacher Beer as a home
beverage you have something
that',s acceptable on all occasions,
something that has an established
reputation for quality, age, dellciousness and health-bulilding quale
tties. 24 pints for $1.23.IsaP
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'Many people are under the impression
that Pennsylvania owes its name to William Penn's vanity. In point of fact it is
not named after him, but after Admiral
Penn, his father, and the son only accepted
the name under protest. This fact Is proved by this paragraph In a letter written by
William Penn under date of January 5,
1681: "This day, after many writings,
watchings, solicitings and disputes in council. my country was confirmed to me under
the great seal of England, with large powers and privileges, by the name of Pennsylvania. a name which the king would give, it
In favor of my father. I chose New
being a hilly country, and when the Wales,,
secretary, a Welshman, refused to call it New
Wales, I proposed Sylvania, and they added
Penn to it, though I was much opposed to
it and went to the king to have it struck
out. He said It was passed and he would
take It upon him, nor could twenty guineas
move the under secretary to vary the name,
for I fear it might be Iboked on as vanity
in me and not as a respect In the king to
my father, as it really was,"
-
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DISCOMPORTS CAUSED BY THE
HEAT IN THE CABINS.

The First Sight of Bombay and Its
pine Water
Front.
Written for The Evening Star.
In making the voyage to india it is considered qtilte the thing to get one's tickets
through the firm of Grindley, agents for the
P. and 0. line, and send one's luggage to
them to be. forwarded, why I cannot Imagine, for not only did we ourselves have a
sad experience in not getting our things
till we reached Marseilles and of paying a
bill of one pound ten simply for having
them forwarded from the Grindley place in
London to the docks, but.almost every one

else aboard our ship was complaining of
the same thing. The business-like thing to
do would be to send the baggage to the P.
and 0. office direct, or to King, King &
Co., in either of which cases one would
have far less trouble and more than halve
the expense.
Not knowing what we had to expect in
regard to luggage, we drove cheerfully to
Liverpool street and watched with great interest the arriving "herd," who were to be
our fellow-passengers; and were very well
satisfied when we found that our compartment was to be shared by a very distinguished looking and gracious old lady and
her devoted daughter. At the end of an
hour we reached Tilbury, and boarded the
small tender which was to take us out to
the steamer. Having, a short time before,
come from America in a steamer of 14,000
tons, we were rather amazed when we
found that the boat in which we were to
cross so many seas was of only 7,000 tons,
and not very large did she look. The decks
were alive with dark-skinned Lascars,
whose red sashes and bright-colored turbans gave an air of picturesqueness to the
scene, and we were grateful to the P. and
O.'s for employing them as sailors, for
they certainly add color and variety to the
monotony of the voyage. We found the
cabins very fair size, and the one In which
we were to make the voyage, although
holding four people, to be occupied by only
three. We had been told so many dreadful things about the bay of Biscay that
we
ciate,were
andgreatly
Impossible
to describe.
The
to find it quite
surprised
as smooth as the channel snd warmer, and
long
splendor
of voyage
silver, sometimes
straight,
the seven
to Marseilles,
days'
which
we had so greatly dreaded, aproved one of
the
of
comfort,
glimpse
the
Gibraltar
and
far
as oneto can
see, between
fawnentrance
Marseilles
hrbor pale
more than
colored
either
side become
all weonhad
makingbanks,
up forwhich
dreaded.
None
of the young women who came aboard at
vast
tracts
of
perfectly
flat
desert;
the
Tilbury looked froward to any, gaiety until
after Marseilles,
strings
of camels, as
heavily
laden,
the men
do stalking
not appear until then, preferring to spend that
week on shore, rather than at sea. We
bly;
mirage
distance, a lake
sped the
down inthetheMediterranean
away
in a
stiff breeze, and
in shaded
course of
time
were told
shimmering
and
-by.trees;
the
that we were approaching Sicily. .. That
flocks
of pink
flamingoes
over
we stayed
morning
on flying
deck- away
only
long
for a land,
enough
far-distant
Stromeight
the
sun-baked
and here
andinof
there
the
boli's
fires. We
were
standing
bpW
of the ship in-the'darkness,
andiquite
silent,
when the Lascar, whose
is at.one
side ofattie si'gral-bell in the lztreme bow
of ths ship,
coolness
amidsaid
the never-edingnglare
to the
the
something qxsckly of
sailor could
English
on thehaie
other-been
and then.
side,
sun;
nothing
more
enbanged the heathenish-sanndiig bell viochantingly
strangetheand
blierstng,
lently, while'at
samef-time,
the viewed
second
sailor called down a
and we
tube,
heard the distant thundefkof ah answer, a
cool,
unless
It was
the loud,
adingdiinot
* the tones,
same
moment
in the
!ater,
"Stromboli
bowysir."
portdown
with
day.
As theon
sunthewent
over theWe,
desert,
dimmer eyes, could see nothing -until a mogleamingly
thelight
whole
ment later, crimson,
when a red
flaredheavens
out in
the distance. the
Afterintense
that about
ten
glowing
coler, every
and the
minutes with
Stromboli lighted up the horizon,
although not a glimpse of it could we see
for nearly an hour, when We succeeded in
just distinguishing its shape, blatker'than'
tance
away, so which
we slowed
.ub andit. were
the blackness
surrounded
At
Port Said,
where
a number
of our passenmoored
to
the
bank,
as
ige
happened
to be
left us, we went ashore for an
gers
hour
in
wide enough
the-canal
alanda walked
hardet mud
up thepart
street,to.ined
with gorgeous eastern shops, and througtj
the shops, where one is, in true eastern
fashion, asked an enormous price for evThis same housewtfe gives her recipe for canal
anditthen
erything,
where
is wider,aandtawhere
presented with thethere
obgelatine, which appears frequently at are
ject poets
at whatever price one offers.
on either side to mobr the ships
luncheon or buffet suppers. To one-half
and
pound finely minced breef or veal allow the
just such occasions, Lighting.
tl* time there
same quantity of leai ham or bacon, one for
The
Inevitable coalingbp.t
was
while
quarter pound of bread crumbs, one tea- we were ashore, and when we begun
up on
spoonful of salt, and a half teaspoonful deck after dinner, that which came
in daylight
each of pepper and grated nutmeg. Mix all
listening
tW-the trobbing
of.
had been and
a black
and unsightly
scene had
together with the yolk and white of one egg darkness,
well beaten. Form into a smooth, sausage- the
become
a thing
of great
for the
engines
of the
appsohifi
ships,
of
Interest,
like roll, bind in a pudding cloth and sim- whieh
four enormous
their
as they-.coal
camebarges,
up, wewfth
could
seecrews
only
mer very slowly for two hours In boiling of natives
covered
with
soot
from
head
water. Take out of the cloth when cold, the
brilliant
lights
and coal
the
outline
of blaztwo
to foot.
were
all
lighted
of'
by
pans
glaze and cut in thin slices.
ing oil fastened high up on a. pole at either
of the barge, and the long line of sooty
In the general sweeping, dusting and end
men chanted as they passed the heavy
"clearing up" that follows In the wake of found
to anotljer. Later
onefrom
to beone
a LIvepolship,
thse other.
on
the holidays, It is a good time to put In a baskets
one of the empty barges, wishing to go
aback
Messigeries
steamer,
adloolied
at
them
plea for the extension of those services.
to
sent
land,
a
small boat ahead with
It is doubtless -due to lack of thought,
and when it had been fastened
and not to evil Intent, that many excellent ato hawser,
the how of the ship they pulled themwomen, particular to an extreme In the selver hand over hand as far as they could
keeping of their houses, are yet almost go,
loudly alU the time, as they
criminally careless about the appearance stood,chanting
black and nearly naked, under the
of the streets. These are the women who, flaring torch.
after reading a letter, tear it up and throw
The Allah Chant.
It out, wherever they happen to be; give
the children bananas and apples and tell
The chant was odd and laintive in tones,
them to throw skins or cores in the street; the head man, in a deep Ice,
sang "Allaaa
sweep the litter from their door yard into Illallilil!"
and then all the rest, in a higher
the gutter, and let the vegetable, garbage
or delivery man, unrebuked, leave a trail note, took up the chorus. It was a most
of unsightly cabbage leaves or wisps of picturesque and interesting sight. -In the
straw and packing in his trail. In Vienna, meantime the ship had
bleen swathed from
If a person throws a torn envelope into the head to foot In
awnings, and even then the
street he is arrested and fined. In Paris
public opinion has been educated to believe decks and rails were black with soot. The
that a street should he as immaculate as a next morning early we made our slow way
house. In all the cities of Holland the past the-'docks, full of
ships. East Instreets are not only kept free from litter of diamen, some coaling big
and some
any sort, but scrubbed and garnished as their turn to enter the pues canal, waiting
and on
well. Ordinances for the preservation of into the wonderful canal, of
of
streets and highways are not tyranny. They course, we had heard and read allwhich,
our lives,
are for cleanliness and godliness.
The but which is necessary to see to appremovement inaugurated by thoughtful women for civic betterment, through "village
improvement" societies, "health protective'' at times undulating, stretching awray as
associations and "good government''
leagues Is already bearing fruit, looking
toward municipal' cleanliness. If the children are early taught that the streets, the
railway, cars, the school house and other slowly along the desert path, roaring horripublic buildings are not for use as dust
bins or garbage pails any more than the
house, a great step will have been gained.
"Dirt and degeneracy" are quIte as truly
synonymous as "cleanliness and godliness," oasis of a "gare" or station,urwith a mud
and streets as well as homes reflect the house, a few trees and is- general look of
character of their occupants.
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This should be a large one and
a hole in the middle in commemoration of
the time when the Twelfth night cake was
hung upon the horn of the finest"%teer in
the herd during the "wassailing" ceremonies in old England. The old recipe for
a Twelfth night cake was not at all appetizing, being a conglomeration of pepper,
honey, ginger and flour. Any good cup
cake mixture may be made to do duty, but
here is the common English recipe for cake:
Wash two cupfuls of butter, to get out
the salt, then beat until creamy. Add
four cupfuls of granulated sugar and the
grated rind and juice of a lemon. Beat
the yolks of twelve eggs and add little by
little to the 'sugar and butter, stirring
briskly between each addition. Pisrolve a
milk,
teaspoonful of soda in two cupfuls of three
and add gradually, alternating with
cups of fiour, through which two teaspoonfu.s of cream-of-tartar have been sifted.
Beat the whites of the eggs stiff and add
alternating with three cupfuls more sifteda
flour. Lastly, stir in enough more flour,
cup and a half or two cups, to make the
conristency of pound cake. Flavor with
wine or a little brandy, and pour into
the buttered pan, which should be lined
with buttered paper. Place a silver dime
on one side of the cake, and a silver thimble on the other, marking the places with
a bit of stiff .buttered paper, standing up
with the name of one or the other on It
in order to remember which is for the men
and which for the women. Put the pan in
a good, steady, moderate oven and let the
cake bake slowly at first, covering the top
with a paper If it shows signs of baking
too rapidly. When the cake Is baked, it
should be covered with a third white pastry,
ornamented so as to be candied. Chains
of canberries, with green leaves, cut from
majolica or citron, make a pretty finish.
It Is appropriate to put on the cake three
little figures at equil distances, in honor
of three wise men that the feast was originally designed for.
One of these figures should be placed so
as to indicate which side of the cake is to
be passed to the men. The cake should be
cut- at the opening of the entertainment,
finder of the coin serving as king of
the
the evening's games and sports, and the
queen being similarly designated such by
the thimble. Decorations for Twelfth night
should be in-keeping with an old English
feast.
Long, plain, deal tables, or boards on trestles, covered with greens, are considered
the proper setting for the feast. In the
center of the table may be a boar's head
or its domesticated replica, which you can
get from your butcher by ordering it In advance, and at each end a small keg of ale
flanked with hospitable steins.
For the children's parties ginger punch
Is a beverage generally approved. To serve
twenty-five, allow one quart of cold water,
one cupful of sugar, three-fourths of a
pound of Canton ginger, three tablespoonfuls ginger syrup, three-fourths cupful
orange juice, one-half cupful lemon juice,
and one quart of Apollinaris water. Chop
the ginger, add the water and sugar, and
boll twenty minutes. Add the fruit juice,
cool, strain, and then pour in the Apollinaris, a pint at a time. In the summer cracked ice is added. but at this season it is not
so necessary. Fig sandwiches go well with
the punch. Chop figs very fine, add water
enough to make a smooth paste, and cool
slowly until of the consistency to spread.
Add a few nuht meats chopped fine, with
orange extract or fresh juice or grated
orange or lemon peel to flavor. Spread between thin slices of brown bread, cut in
fanciful shapes. Another excellent sandwich is made of rye bread cut thin and
spread with a paste made from Neufchatel
cheese. softened with milk or cream, seasoned with a little salt and a dash of paprika, and then combined with chopped or
pounded nuts, allowing one cupful of auts
to a roll of cheese.
In the old-fashioned English households
oatcakes are nearly always kept on hand.
While they are more appropriately eaten
after lunch, with cheese, they come in well
at any time. To make them, says an English homewife, take a piece of dough when
you are baking bread, about as large as
your fist. Make an equally large ball of
oatmeal from your breakfast porridge, Into
which you rub lard or dripping and salt, to
make of the same consistency as the bread
dough. Then work the two balls togethe~r
until thoroughly mixed, roll out thin, cut
into circles with a tin or wineglass and
bake.
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night party there Is a chance for much Individualfty, while still adhering to traditional lines. Masque and costume plays.
charades and old-fashioned games and
dandes are all In order, while for adults the
ceremony of the loving cup holds conspicuous place.
This Is drunk at midnight, the flagon beor master of
ing handed first to the "king"drinks
to the
the revels, who, standing,
general health, then passes it to his neigh-bor on the left, who drinks, standing, passing it to his next neighbor in like manner
until all have drunk. The component parts
of its good cheer are ale, sugar, nutmeg
and roasted apples-a mixture formerly
known as "lamb's wool." No Twelfta day
celebration Is complete without the cake.
baked with
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Table and Kitchen.
There Are Rich Elements for Nourishment in Woodland Store.
Nuts, or shell fruits, as they are often
called, differ greatly from the succulent

fruits both in appearance and nutritive
value. The nuts, In general, contain no
starch, and very little water, but contain
quantities of nutriment i a highly concentrated form, and are chiefly composed.
of the oils and proteids. On the other
hand, the succulent fruits contain a large
percentage of water, very little protein,
Valuable salts, almost no fats and varying
quantities of starch and sugar. One marked
feature of nuts in general is the large proportion of oily matter contained in them.
This fat is similar in character to cream.
The profusion of this fat combined with
the nitrogenous elements in the nuts gives
them a food value ranking very high, and
some physiologists assert that they contain
more elements of nourishment than meat
and butter combined. Although the edible
nuts have long been known and a natural
liking for them is almost universal, they
have the
not been
in
considered
the light ofofa
3oth
production
and but
consumption
food for man,
rather as one
necessary
of the agreeable accessories with which to
round out a bounteous meal. In this way
they have been made to serve the same
purpose in our dietary as cheese on the
dinner menu-to act simply as a 'digest.
While nuts should be eaten in certain moderation at meal time and not served be-

tween times, to overtax the digestive powers, they should be made to serve a very
different
than inciting
the digestcans
of purpose
these unthinking
people
work
ive functions
tooccasions
labor.
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iarder
than
at
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other
Theiron-such
concentrated
solid,
form of nutrient principles renders their disintegration
bymthe -gastric juices a very slow process,
as well as a difficult one, when they are
eaten in the usual way. Unless they can
be reduced to the consistency of cream in
mastication, or at least reduced to very,
very fine particles, they leave too much
work for the digestion. The propensity.to
"bolt" food and the short time allowed for
digestion in. the- hurry of modern business
life make the nut in Its natural state a
nost
too food.
concentrated
a food them
to be aeaten
But by milling
ery bad
moderate amount
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for the
only
Llone.
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per the
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both nyts and
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Add to this list the fruits, fresh
andbeast.
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the
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Our NEW RECIPE
BOOK (8o pages) mailed

TRADE-MARK

any address.

Walter Baker & Ge. Ltd., Dorchester, Massa
40 Highe-rd Atwardr in Europe and America
ture as the other nuts. This nut is used
principally in fancy desserts, salad, cakes
and confections. The almond is similar
composition to the hickory nut. While
In
It Is rich In tissue-forming and heat-producing elements, it contains no starch. Its
flavor is very delicate. This nut is considered valuable in the dietary for Bright's
disease. Uncooked it is very tough and
solid. Almond paste makes delicious and
nourishing sandwiches.
The Brazil and the pistachio nuts are
used in limited quantity. The former is
-considered the most oily of all the nuts.
is hard and very compact in texture, although they are composed almost entirely of oil. The pistachio nut must be included in this group, not as a necessary
member, but because of its importance
In the estimation of the culinary artist.
The fruit resembles a very small almond,
but contains a kernel of bright green color, owing to the presence of chlorophyll,
or leaf-green.
The flavor is not unlike
that of the sweet almond, but at the same
time distinctly characteristic of this pecu-
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Nut Loaf.
Take a pint of fine bread crumbs from the
loaf, cover with cold water
and soak for ten mintites; then put them in
a piece of cheese cloth and gently squeeze
out all the water. Add the crumbs to a cup
of ground nut meats (peanuts,, hickory or
English walnuts), season with salt, paprica
and mixed sweet herbs to suit the taste.
Moisten with egg slightly beaten. Put the
mixture into an oblong bread tin to shape,
then turn out onto a buttered paper placed
in the bottom of a baking pan and place in
a moderately hot oven. Bake one hour,
basting frequently with melted butter and
hot water. Or the loaf may be covered with
buttered paper until nearly done, the paper
then removed and the loaf allowed to
brown quickly. Serve with a tomato, oyster
or brown sauce.
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Golden Chestnut Soup.
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The peanut is comparatively cheap, as it
most of the elements to sustain
ife; it is a great favorite, very palatable
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of .the nut, which amnounts to
The chestnut, which is a close rival as
popular American nut, is very different
n its coinposition from other nuts, as it
a greater amount of- starch and
ely be included among the breadstuffs

~ooked state.

It is a much scarcer nut than
a cheap or common food.
Among our .other native fruits we have
he hickory nut, which-is the choicest. It
s rich in oil, very sweet and palatable,
and
tu- delicious' flavor combined with other
t Is a part- far -above the~ commonplace.
I near relation to the hickory nut is the
secan, but whille the nut~-meat is
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vii -There we waited, the glory of the skies turn to a glowing
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dark shapes.

have held the market for 1 22 years
with constantly increasing sales, (i) because they are pure and of high grade;
(2) because they yield the most and best
for the money; (3) because they
are unequaled for smoothness,
delicacy, and flavor.

Shell and boll a quart of chestnuts, and
when tender enough rub the meats through
a sieve. Mix two level tablespoonfuls of
butter and flour to a smooth paste. Put in
a saucepan with a quart of hot milk and
stlr-until smooth and scalding hot, add the
slfted chestnuts and season to taste with
salt and pepper. Just before serving add
the beaten yolks of two or three eggs and
cook a few seconds, but not long enough to
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a
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either stock or milk and water for the I
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and let the soup boilClaSop
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for them as for those whose
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gently for twenty-five minutes. If made
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proper with stock serve a slice of lemon in eachStwdClr.RcCrutea
of work required in digesting ordidish.IiaBenalasago.
diet. Such wonderfully nourishing
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oods as cheese and nuts can be robbed of
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It must not be imagined for a moment one and a half cupfnls of boiling water.
with a little vegetable extract, saltCealram
all nuts are alike in composition. Season
Omlt
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and
Let cook gently for ten minpepper.
nut-eating animal will teach you that utes. Meanwhile place in another small
TostCff.
LNH
in the list of available nuts from which
sacpnone tablespoonful of finely minced
It selects Its bill of fare It obtains the shallots and one-balf cup of claret; cook
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ihe shell Is very bitter, and unless
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sweet,

every

distant, and their lights more and more
dim, and then we went' down to diner and
found the punkahia 'wiying for the first

longer in vogue in time over our tables. ,.
Backscratching
polite socIety, and the backscratchers of That day on the cenal was the last eool
ivory and whalebone, which were in use as day we had, or, indeed, have had since, for
lately as the days nf ~our gret-grandmothers, are accordingly collected. The demand exceeded the supply, bnt Hohnisattcb
has risen to the ocession. Spurious ,backscratchers can be 'bought -whe1sale at 1-Mteen shillings a dosen. They are sole~at
ten and atenoaentoifen shlngse anleon.

the Red Sea fully lived up to its reeutation
for heat, and we panted all day, lost our
appetites, and only felt life worth living
during the evening, although at that time
the hot breeze of the day became too strong
a wind-to Make the deck an agreeable abiding place.'
The usual concert took place during the
voyage, and the usual two dances, one a
fancy dress ball. The Arabian sea proved
even hotter than the Red Sea, and almost
every one had his or her mattress taken
on deck at night, so that every night the
deck became a huge sleeping room. As we
could never bring ourselves to that, we
sweltered in our cabins, and actually suffered during the one or two nhts on
which the wind became too obstreperous to
allow of having the ports open. From a
woman's point of view, the P. and 0. boats
are badly arranged, as all of the cabins on
the uppermost deck, cabins for two people
only, are reserved entirely for men, so the
lordly beings slept in comfort, while we
poor creatu=g& of The other sex were stewing sleeplessly down in a cabin below. At
length, after twenty-one days of a voyage
which can only be looked back upon as
fairly interesting, and which made for us
many interesting acquaintances and a few
friends, we got up early on the morning of
the twenty-first day to see the approach to
Bombay harbor, which is said to .be one of
the finest In the world. It Is certainly interesting, although it does not in any way
equal the harbor of San Francisco, I think,
nor of Genoa. The hills surround it, and it
is full of islands, chief among which is a
small island on which for years lived a
celebrated pirate. The hills are all flat-topped, and have the appearance of having
been sliced off evenly by some Titan with
a giant knife. Bombay itself from the distance showed a fine waterfront and a goodly
pile of well-built modern buildings. Owing
to influential friends, we 'were among the
first to land, and we set foot on the land
of India on a lovely morning early enough
to allow of its being cool, and drove to the
hotel with the feeling that it was really
going to fulfill all our many dreams of it.
MARGARET STERLING.
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